Purpose

To discuss the realignment of current accelerated programs to better support the national need.
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Summer Accelerated Scheduling

• Phase I offered **eight** times during Summer months

• All Phase I courses start and finish within **June**

• Phase II offered in two main locations (PA & SD)

• Phase III offered in three main locations (AL, SD, & WA)

• Limited potential to recycle to another site
  - limited stagger of courses
Assessment of Present Status

• No third accelerated program
  - OC’s compete with ROTC and West Point Cadets for preferred slots in BOLC II & III

  - Wait-time for 09S and recycled OC’s can be excessive, expending extra training funds while in wait status and potentially creating loses
BOLC II and BOLC III Support

• 2006 OCS Conference (Anaheim, CA)
  - BOLC II and BOLC III has:
    • Large influx of students during Summer and Fall months
    • Limited numbers during Winter and Spring

• Fall Accelerated provides:
  - More students to support BOLC II and BOLC III during slower months
  - Spreads OCS graduates throughout year more equitably
National Options

- OCS commissions Lieutenants in March and August only
- Recycles have limited ability to join another Accelerated course
- Potential to recapture recycles will increase with staggered scheduling
OCS TRAINING FY 2008

No Course Offered
Winter Accelerated Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3

October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
09S Program Support

• Provides a true accelerated program for 09S
• Basic Training traditionally during Jun-Jul time frame
• Must wait until Winter or following Summer programs to begin OCS
Summary

• Summer Accelerated Scheduling
  - Relieves overlapping overload of courses
  - Region B becomes more nationally supportive

• BOLC II and BOLC III Support
  - More students provided during slower months

• National Options
  - Affords the candidates an additional opportunity
  - Increased potential to recapture good candidates from previous classes

• 09S Program Support
  - A true accelerated track to commission
ACCELERATED PROGRAM
Fall 2008

1. Fall Accelerated 01-15 AUG 2008
   Camp Fretterd, MD

2. Fall Accelerated 16 AUG - 12 SEP 2008
   Ft. Indiantown Gap, PA

3. Fall Accelerated 13 SEP - 27 SEP 2008
   Ft. Indiantown Gap, PA
Questions?
MD Contacts

- 70th REGT - OCS BN CMD
- LTC Michael Bennett
- Michael.bennett7@us.army.mil
PA Contacts

• 4th BN / 166th REGT - OCS Operations NCO
  • SFC Cummins: (717) 861-2483
  • william.cummins@pa.ngb.army.mil

• 4th BN / 166th REGT - 4TH BN XO
  • 1LT Krzak: (717) 861-2053
  • david.krzak@pa.ngb.army.mil